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Breaking free from illusion will not solve our problems, but it's a good first step. That there hasn't been greater dismay at
the content in this book only reveals the profound moral bankruptcy of the country--and the power of our persistent
illusions.

The development of increasingly accurate representation of the visual appearances of things has a long history
in art. It includes elements such as the accurate depiction of the anatomy of humans and beasts, of perspective
and effects of distance, and of detailed effects of light and colour. The Art of the Upper Paleolithic in Europe
achieved remarkably lifelike depictions of beasts, and Ancient Egyptian art developed conventions involving
both stylization and idealization that nevertheless allowed very effective depictions to be produced very
widely and consistently. Ancient Greek art is commonly recognised as having made great progress in the
representation of anatomy, and has remained an influential model ever since. No original works on panels or
walls by the great Greek painters survive, but from literary accounts, and the surviving corpus of derivative
works mostly Graeco-Roman works in mosaic it is clear that illusionism was highly valued in painting. As
well as accuracy in shape, light and colour, Roman paintings show an unscientific but effective knowledge of
representing distant objects smaller than closer ones, and representing regular geometric forms such as the
roof and walls of a room with perspective. This progress in illusionistic effects in no way meant a rejection of
idealism; statues of Greek gods and heroes attempt to represent with accuracy idealized and beautiful forms,
though other works, such as heads of the famously ugly Socrates , were allowed to fall below these ideal
standards of beauty. Roman portraiture , when not under too much Greek influence, shows a greater
commitment to a truthful depiction of its subjects. The art of Late Antiquity famously rejected illusionism for
expressive force, a change already well underway by the time Christianity began to affect the art of the elite.
In the West classical standards of illusionism did not begin to be reached again until the Late medieval or
Early Renaissance period, and were helped by the development of new techniques of oil painting which
allowed very subtle and precise effects of light to be painted using very small brushes and several layers of
paint and glaze. Scientific methods of representing perspective were developed in Italy and gradually spread
across Europe, and accuracy in anatomy rediscovered under the influence of classical art. As in classical times,
idealism remained the norm. The accurate depiction of landscape in painting had also been developing in
Early Netherlandish and Renaissance painting, and was then brought to a very high level in 17th-century
Dutch Golden Age painting , with very subtle techniques for depicting a range of weather conditions and
degrees of natural light. After being another development of Early Netherlandish painting, by European
portraiture could give a very good likeness in both painting and sculpture, though the subjects were often
idealized by smoothing features or giving them an artificial pose. Still life paintings, and still life elements in
other works, played a considerable role in developing illusionistic painting, though in the Netherlandish
tradition of flower painting they long lacked "realism", in that flowers from all seasons were typically used,
either from the habit of assembling compositions from individual drawings, or as a deliberate convention; the
large displays of bouquets in vases, though close to modern displays of cut flowers that they have influenced,
were entirely atypical of 17th-century habits, where flowers were displayed one at a time. Intriguingly, having
led the development of illusionic painting, still life was to be equally significant in its abandonment in
Cubism. Judd implied that painting was dead, claiming painting was a lie because it depicted the illusion of
three-dimensionality on a flat surface. Judd claimed that painting needed to recognize its objecthood in real
space and reject illusion. Three dimensions are real space. That gets rid of the problem of illusionism and of
literal space, space in and around marks of colorâ€¦ Actual space is intrinsically more powerful and specific
than paint on a flat surface. Other double illusion murals exist in rooms for officials as well as the dining
room, depicting a night sky under darkness and illuminated by glowing minerals. Under normal light, clouds
and birds are observed.
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Music video by Triumph performing Magic Power. TML.

Rolling Stone reviewers labeled them a "faceless band. After the shift to MCA, the band began to work with
outside producers, and their studio albums became increasingly difficult to replicate onstage. Triumph later
added Rick Santers , a Toronto guitar and keyboard player, to support their last three tours. San Antonio
remained a popular location for the trio throughout its career. Louis the song made it to No. More
significantly, the second single " Lay It on the Line " received even greater acceptance at album-oriented rock
FM radio across the U. The heavy-rotation FM radio airplay of "Lay It on the Line" solidified the band in the
minds of classic rock audiences, although there was no Billboard Mainstream Top Rock Tracks chart at that
time to tabulate the popularity of rock songs at album-oriented rock radio stations. The album eventually went
gold in the US. The album did not have any breakout songs, although "I Can Survive" did reach No. Never
Surrender was initially released in on Attic Records in Canada, and was not released in the United States until
January Previously, Rik Emmett seemed content to limit himself to a single political theme on each previous
Triumph album. However, Never Surrender featured no fewer than five anthems. The album earned gold
record status in the United States sales of , units. MCA Records executive Irving Azoff demonstrated his faith
in the trio by co-opting their debts and signing them for five albums. Following their label change, MCA took
over distribution of their old catalogue for ten years. Thunder Seven was released in late , but initially only as
a compact disc. Despite two hit singles and videos, "Spellbound" No. In , the band released Stages , a double
live set culled from the previous three tours. It also included two new songs, including "Mind Games", for
which a video was filmed, but the song failed to chart in either Canada or the U. The third single, the
slow-tempo "Just One Night", which also had a video, did fairly well in Canada hitting No. In , the band
attempted a return to form with Surveillance. The first single released to radio stations in Canada was "Let the
Light Shine On Me", which did well on certain Canadian rock stations, such as reaching number 1 at Q in
Toronto as the lead one or two singles on most Triumph albums since had while reaching No. It did not chart
in the US. A video was released for the single "Never Say Never," but the song was not able to chart on the
Top Rock Tracks chart or on the Canadian Singles chart. In late , Rik Emmett made a total break with
Triumph. He subsequently began a modest but distinguished solo career, with his first album, Absolutely,
yielding four hits in Canada. After this downturn, the remaining members of Triumph effectively disbanded.
In , Rik Emmett resisted overtures from his former bandmates for a potentially lucrative twentieth anniversary
US tour, stating he was not interested. Nevertheless, Moore and Levine purchased and acquired back their
entire album catalogue from MCA and launched their own label TML Entertainment , and they continue to
release live recordings and videos from their long career. This historic festival, attracting nearly , rock fans,
also featured Van Halen and The Clash. Triumph had earlier released this concert on VHS following the
Never Surrender tour, featuring two videos from the forthcoming Thunder Seven album. Anthology , was
issued in Triumph was released in All original members of the group were present for the event. This first
meeting in nearly twenty years appears to have broken the long silence between Rik Emmett and his former
bandmates, but a recent interview with the guitarist did not promise a Triumph reunion. Bassist Mike Levine
also does not seem to have much interest in touring at this late date. In , the band reissued Allied Forces as a
vinyl package for their 30th anniversary. Moore has participated in and donated Triumph autographed guitars
to countless celebrity golf fundraising tournaments over the years, Levine has bowled for TJ Martell
Foundation [24] and Emmett regularly performs at fundraisers for many causes, including AIDS, Food Bank
and Shelter benefits. The group members have also served on various boards over the years. Band members[
edit ] Current members Rik Emmett â€” guitar, lead and backing vocals, synthesizer, slide guitar, lap steel
guitar, dobro, clavinet, music sequencer, bass, bass pedals â€”, â€”present Mike Levine â€” bass, backing
vocals, keyboards, synthesizer, organ, piano, clavinet, bass pedals â€”, â€”present Gil Moore â€” drums,
percussion, lead and backing vocals â€”, â€”present Dave Dunlop â€” guitar, backing vocals â€”present Phil
X â€” guitar, backing vocals â€” Rick Santers â€” guitar, keyboards, backing and lead vocals â€”
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Empire of Illusion: The End of Literacy and the Triumph of Spectacle is a nonfiction book by American journalist and
author Chris Hedges. It centers on the concept that the United States is now two Americas, divided by how we process
the news.

The Forgiveness of Illusions V. The Choice for Completion 1 In looking at the special relationship, it is
necessary first to realize that it involves a great amount of pain. Anxiety, despair, guilt and attack all enter into
it, broken into by periods in which they seem to be gone. All these must be understood for what they are.
Whatever form they take, they are always an attack on the self to make the other guilty. I have spoken of this
before, but there are some aspects of what is really being attempted that have not been touched upon. For the
ego would have you see Him, and Him alone, as guilty, leaving the Sonship open to attack and unprotected
from it. It does not appear to be a weapon, but if you consider how you value it and why, you will realize what
it must be. The "dynamics" of the ego are clearest here, for counting on the attraction of this offering, the
fantasies that center around it are often quite overt. Here they are usually judged to be acceptable and even
natural. No one considers it bizarre to love and hate together, and even those who believe that hate is sin
merely feel guilty, but do not correct it. This is the "natural" condition of the separation, and those who learn
that it is not natural at all seem to be the unnatural ones. For this world is the opposite of Heaven, being made
to be its opposite, and everything here takes a direction exactly opposite of what is true. In Heaven, where the
meaning of love is known, love is the same as union. For the special relationship is the renunciation of the
Love of God, and the attempt to secure for the self the specialness that He denied. It is essential to the
preservation of the ego that you believe this specialness is not hell, but Heaven. For the ego would never have
you see that separation could only be loss, being the one condition in which Heaven could not be. There can
be no disagreement on this, because both the ego and the Holy Spirit accept it. They are, however, in complete
disagreement on what completion is, and how it is accomplished. The Holy Spirit knows that completion lies
first in union, and then in the extension of union. To the ego completion lies in triumph, and in the extension
of the "victory" even to the final triumph over God. In this it sees the ultimate freedom of the self, for nothing
would remain to interfere with the ego. This is its idea of Heaven. And therefore union, which is a condition in
which the ego cannot interfere, must be hell. And the attempt to find the imagined "best" of both worlds has
merely led to fantasies of both, and to the inability to perceive either as it is. The special relationship is the
triumph of this confusion. It is a kind of union from which union is excluded, and the basis for the attempt at
union rests on exclusion. This "self" seeks the relationship to make itself complete. Yet when it finds the
special relationship in which it thinks it can accomplish this it gives itself away, and tries to "trade" itself for
the self of another. This is not union, for there is no increase and no extension. Each partner tries to sacrifice
the self he does not want for one he thinks he would prefer. And he feels guilty for the "sin" of taking, and of
giving nothing of value in return. How much value can he place upon a self that he would give away to get a
"better" one? And whoever seems to possess a special self is "loved" for what can be taken from him. Where
both partners see this special self in each other, the ego sees "a union made in Heaven. Yet if all illusions are
of fear, and they can be of nothing else, the illusion of Heaven is nothing more than an "attractive" form of
fear, in which the guilt is buried deep and rises in the form of "love. The conviction of littleness lies in every
special relationship, for only the deprived could value specialness. The demand for specialness, and the
perception of the giving of specialness as an act of love, would make love hateful. For the ego is itself an
illusion, and only illusions can be the witnesses to its "reality. Let us not think of its fearful nature, nor of the
guilt it must entail, nor of the sadness and the loneliness. For these are only attributes of the whole religion of
separation, and of the total context in which it is thought to occur. The central theme in its litany to sacrifice is
that God must die so you can live. And it is this theme that is acted out in the special relationship. Through the
death of your self you think you can attack another self, and snatch it from the other to replace the self that you
despise. And you despise it because you do not think it offers the specialness that you demand. And hating it
you have made it little and unworthy, because you are afraid of it. So fearful has the truth become to you that
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unless it is weak and little, and unworthy of value, you would not dare to look upon it. You think it safer to
endow the little self you made with power you wrested from truth, triumphing over it and leaving it helpless.
See how exactly is this ritual enacted in the special relationship. An altar is erected in between two separate
people, on which each seeks to kill his self, and on his body raise another self to take its power from his death.
Over and over and over this ritual is enacted. And it is never completed, nor ever will be completed. The ritual
of completion cannot complete, for life arises not from death, nor Heaven from hell. The special relationship is
a ritual of form, aimed at raising the form to take the place of God at the expense of content. There is no
meaning in the form, and there will never be. The special relationship must be recognized for what it is; a
senseless ritual in which strength is extracted from the death of God, and invested in His killer as the sign that
form has triumphed over content, and love has lost its meaning. Would you want this to be possible, even
apart from its evident impossibility? If it were possible, you would have made yourself helpless. God is not
angry. He merely could not let this happen. You cannot change His Mind. No rituals that you have set up in
which the dance of death delights you can bring death to the eternal. Nor can your chosen substitute for the
Wholeness of God have any influence at all upon it. In the name of your completion you do not want this. For
every idol that you raise to place before Him stands before you, in place of what you are. They but seem to be
fearful to the extent to which you fail to recognize them for what they are; and you will fail to do this to the
extent to which you want them to be true. And to the same extent you are denying truth, and so are failing to
make the simple choice between truth and illusion; God and fantasy. Remember this, and you will have no
difficulty in perceiving the decision as just what it is, and nothing more. Separation is only the decision not to
know yourself. This whole thought system is a carefully contrived learning experience, designed to lead away
from truth and into fantasy. Yet for every learning that would hurt you, God offers you correction and
complete escape from all its consequences. For here is truth, separated from illusion and not confused with it
at all. How simple does this choice become when it is perceived as only what it is. For only fantasies make
confusion in choosing possible, and they are totally unreal. You will cross the bridge into reality simply
because you will recognize that God is on the other side, and nothing at all is here. It is impossible not to make
the natural decision as this is realized.
Chapter 4 : Illusionism (art) - Wikipedia
by Brian Gardner. Empire of Illusion: The End of Literacy and the Triumph of Spectacle, by Pulitzer Prize winning author
Chris Hedges, argues that we are heading for economic, environmental, political, and moral collapse, as a once proud
nation becomes an empire.

Chapter 5 : Close Up Illusion / Play It Straight Triumph
Original lyrics of Magic Power song by Triumph. Explain your version of song meaning, find more of Triumph lyrics.
Watch official video, print or download text in PDF.

Chapter 6 : Empire of Illusion: The End of Literacy and the Triumph of Spectacle - Fight Fascism
Empire of Illusion is a good book that's badly marketed. The type of people who see the title Empire of Illusion: The End
of Literacy and the Triumph of Spectacle and think, "Oh, hells yes, I am so reading that!" are the type of people who
already know just about everything discussed in it.

Chapter 7 : Triumph (band) - Wikipedia
Licensed to YouTube by (on behalf of Round Hill/Triumph Catalog); CMRRA, UMPI, ARESA, ASCAP, UBEM, UMPG
Publishing, and 3 Music Rights Societies Show more Show less.
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Triumph and RCA parted ways and the band signed with MCA Records. ' Thunder Seven ' (appropriately titled since it
was the band's seventh album) â€” was released in Triumph co-produced ' Thunder Seven ' with legendary producer
and engineer Eddie Kramer, famed for his work with Led Zeppelin, the Beatles, Jimi Hendrix, Kiss, and.

Chapter 9 : Triumph | History
Both adverts are a joy to watch, but Triumph might have the upper hand in using a peak time slot - for the first time in 40
years - on ITV1 to launch its new shape sensation range. The advert is short, but long enough to tempt you to go out
and buy.
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